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Washington is a Major Power in AI 

• Influential players HQ’d here
• Microsoft and Amazon
• University of Washington 
• Allen Institute for AI
• Expedia, Starbucks, Concur/SAP 
• Boeing
• T-Mobile 
• PNNL and the B&MGF

• Influential Outposts
• Google, Facebook, Apple, Disney, Uber
• Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent, ARM, HERE



But our leadership is not well-understood outside 
of Washington



Where Seattle ranks in AI Startups



Why we rank low in AI startups

• Lack of global awareness to attract out of area startups
• Smaller number of investors and deals
• Amazon and Microsoft dominate the local market

vs.

Seattle Bay Area



Seattle Metro New York Metro DC Metro

Seattle versus two regional competitors in AI

Source: Pitchbook



Quick Look at AI startups in Washington 
since 2008 (having at least one successful funding round)

• 179 startup companies operated in Washington 
classifying themselves in a major way as AI/ML

• Mostly in King County

• A few in Clark, Pierce, Kitsap, Whatcom, Spokane

• 96 of the active ones are still HQ’d in Washington

• 28 previously WA-HQ’d AI startups have been acquired

• 9 have gone out of business

• Valuation of about $4B for active startups

• About 6,400 employees

Source: Pitchbook



Beyond Startups, Washington is still an impact 
state for the AI economy

• Amazon and Microsoft dominate the 
landscape 

• Boeing, Starbucks, Expedia, Concur are 
category leaders

• Pitchbook, Payscale, EagleView, Icertis are 
leaders in their niche 

• Increasingly an important outpost hub for 
global companies looking for an AI Dev Center



Variables in Washington’s AI story

• AI workforce for startups is a scramble

• Cost of AI expertise may be out of reach for 
some key Washington sectors (maritime, 
forest products, Ag, tourism, public sector, 
non-profits)

• Rise of consulting firms offering AI services to 
a sector, such as DNV-GL to maritime

• Industry hiring of AI professors is negatively 
impacting educational capability



Where Seattle stacks for the AI job market



Workforce Development

• UW is heavily committed to AI
• Computer Science & Engineering

• iSchool

• eScience Institute

• Other universities and colleges offer CS degrees 
with several courses in AI

• Apprenticeship programs in CS, no AI emphasis 
yet

• The graduation to job vacancies issues



AI workforce economics

Nvidia CEO Jensen Huang cold-calls AI job candidates

Source: Silicon Valley Business Journal



Washington does not get its due 
Internationally



Greater Seattle Partners is developing a proposal for an AI IPZ that 
would be submitted to Commerce in 2019. 

Specifics are still under development, but possible collaborators in the 
IPZ are noted below.  Proposal expected in January.

AI Innovation Partnership Zone

http://www.commerce.wa.gov/


What Will the AI IPZ Do?

• Build the community notion of an AI cluster
• Promote the Seattle brand for AI

• Recruiting companies
• Recruiting workforce
• Recruiting faculty and students
• Recruiting capital

• Provide a structure platform for international 
engagement

• Provide a mechanism to invest in advancing the 
state as an AI Hub



Washington Trade and AI

• Japan AI Summit

– 3 inbound missions per year to Seattle

– 1 outbound mission per year to Tokyo

• Chilean Ambassador to the US AI briefing (2018)

• Spanish retail delegation (2017)

• Hannover-Messe trade show: shifting from EU’s 
Industrie 4.0 to Seattle’s Digital Transformation
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